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Sexual Violence, Competitive State Building, and Islamic State
in Iraq and Syria
Ariel I. Ahram

Virginia Tech School of Public & International Affairs, Alexandria, USA

ABSTRACT
This article examines the practices of rape, sexual enslavement, and
forced marriage used by the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
Most research see wartime sexual violence as solutions to
battlefields challenges. Studies of civil war and competitive state
building during civil wars have largely overlooked the implications
of such violence for rebel governance. This article explores how
efforts to regulate sexuality figure within processes of violent state
formation. ISIS’s practices of sexual violence mirror previous
efforts by the Iraqi and Syrian state to substantiate ethno-
sectarian domination through violence. But ISIS creates new
gendered and ethno-sectarian hierarchies. Repertoires of sexual
and gender-based violence can help to sustain and create
structures of state control and are thus integral to competitive
state building.

KEYWORDS
Islamic state; Syria; Iraq; civil
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Introduction

Research on civil wars increasingly focuses on the ways armed groups approximate and
appropriate the functions of statehood. Stathis Kalyvas states that ‘insurgency can best
be understood as a process of competitive state building… . State building is the insur-
gents’ central goal’ (Kalyvas 2006, 218; See also Stanliand 2012). Insurgent groups have
options about how to govern the population under their control. They make choices
about the regulation of social, political, and economic life, taxation, provision of public
goods, economic affairs, crime control, and symbolic expressions of power and legitimacy.
These decisions bear crucially on rebels’ abilities to prevail against other prospective state
builders and the incumbent states (Mampilly 2011; Podder 2014; Arjona 2016).

Still, the literature on competitive state formation says very little about the role of sexual
and gender-based violence (Brown 2018). Ana Arjona, Nelson Kasfir and Zachariah Mam-
pilly state simply that

when rebels secure territory, they must decide how they will interact with local residents. They
can rob and rape them, they can recruit them, they can ignore them, or they can try to govern
them—for better or worse (Arjona, Kasfir, and Mampilly 2015, p.1)

In discussions of rebel governance, rape appears as merely one of many ways of ‘man-
handling’ civilians (Humphreys and Weinstein 2006; Felbab-Brown 2013). This elision is
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especially curious because of the growing empirical research on wartime rape (Skjels-
baek 2001; Cohen, Green, and Wood 2013; Wood 2018). Dara Cohen’s cross-national
study of rape during civil wars show that rebel groups are more likely to commit
sexual violence in conditions of state collapse (Cohen 2013a, 471). However, much of
the existing literature on wartime sexual violence sees sexual violence largely as
response to battlefield conditions. As Farr (2009), Sara Davies and Jacqui True (2015)
argue, this agentive and instrumentalist perspective is curiously apolitical. It tends to
ignore connections between wartime sexual violence and prevailing modes of gender
inequality and patrimonial social structure that exist at the edifice of state power.

This article seeks to integrate the discussion of sexual and gender-based vio-
lence into theories of competitive state building through an exploratory case
study of the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (Ad-dawlah al-Islamiyyah fi’l ‘Iraq wa
ash-Sham, ISIS).1 From its arrival in 2011 until its collapse in 2017, ISIS was a
state in many senses of the word. It operated a legal system (Revkin 2016), main-
tained a payroll (Bahney et al. 2013), enforced religious observances (Al-Ali 2014),
and offered social services to its residents (Alami 2014; Caris and Reynolds 2015).
Yet the feature of ISIS that garnered the most remark was sexual violence. Cur-
iously, though, discussion of ISIS’ sexual and gender-based violence has been
bracketed from discussion of its governance. Analysis of ISIS often reverted to
Orientalist stereotypes about sexually aggressive Muslim men and the need to
protect Muslim women that tended to distort rather than explain (Al-Ali 2018).
Compared to the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) in Uganda (Turshen 2000), the
Revolutionary United Front (RUF) in Sierra Leone (Marks 2013), or other rebel
groups that have carried out campaigns of sexual violence, ISIS was extreme,
but hardly exceptional. The article argues that rebel state-building is a distinctly
gendered practice. In the context of civil war and state failure, rebels appropriate
and adapt pre-existing habitus of sexual violence for the purposes of state-building.
This type of violence simultaneously sustains and creates structures of domination in
competitive state building.

The article proceeds in four sections: The first section draws on feminist literature
in the sociology of state formation and security studies to show how asserting control
over sexuality is a critical component of rebels’ efforts to cultivate the institutional
and ideational characteristics of statehood and governance. The second section
examines the origins of the particular habitus of coercive sexual regulation in Iraq
and Syria. Sexual violence and coercion were key elements in maintaining ethno-sec-
tarian hierarchies in each state. The third section shows how ISIS used preexisting
repertories of sexual- and gender-based violence derived from Iraqi and Syrian experi-
ence to centralize control over sexual and reproductive capital and install new hier-
archies of gender and ethno-sectarian relations. Violence helped to subordinate
and degrade those deemed infidel or apostate, while building bonds of kinship
within the parts of Sunni Muslim community that formed the elite of the embryonic
Islamic State. The conclusion returns to the linkages between sexual violence and
competitive state building. Rape, sexual enslavement, and forced marriage represent
an engrained habitus of sexual and gender-based violence that exists at the bedrock
of state formation.
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Competitive state building, violence, and the control of sexual capital

‘Force’, Max Weber reminds us, is ‘a means specific to the state’ (Weber 1946, 78). The
monopoly over the legitimate use of force rests at the core of contemporary definitions
of the state. The progress of state formation, though, depends on more than the accretion
of gross coercive capacity. Glossing onWeber, Pierre Bourdieu argues that statehood is the

culmination of a process of concentration of different species of capital: capital of physical force
or instruments of coercion (army, police), economic capital, cultural or (better) information
capital, and symbolic capital. It is this concentration as such which constitutes the state as
the holder of a sort of meta-capital gaining power over other species of capital and over
their holders (Bourdieu 1999, 57)

These different species of capital are fungible or ‘promiscuous’ in Michael Mann’s term
(Mann 1986; Vu 2010). The acquisition of coercive capacity can be used to access economic
resources or enhance symbolic status (and vice versa). But the exchange is contentious.
Bourdieu describes how the state ‘imposes and inculcates all the fundamental principles
of classification, based on sex, age, ‘skill’, etc.’ upon its population (Bourdieu 1999, 68).
This process necessarily generates resistance andwrangling over the terms of trade. The dis-
posal and transfer of particular species of capital endowments are constrained by the
habitus of their respective fields. The habitus is the embodied dispositions of symbolic
power, the state’s capacity to claim legitimacy in imposing classification and meaning
onto society (King 2000; Swartz 2013, 38, 129). Habitus is a repertoire, a normative script
defining what practices, hierarchies and orderings are legitimate and justified. Habitus sim-
ultaneously reinforces pre-existing structural constrains and empowers agents to redefine
those structures by applying established practices in new ways (Sewell 2005).

Feminist sociological scholarship uses the Weberian vocabulary to highlight the gen-
dered components of the state-building habitus (Haney 2000, 641; Geva 2013). Family
relations are a set of sexual and economic relationships regulated by state power. The
state (or other coercion-wielding institutions like tribes or clans), plays a key role in deli-
neating the terms of sexual property – who is permitted access to sexual relations, repro-
duction, and inheritance. Bride price and dowry are material representations of the
reciprocal exchange of one type of property for another (Collins 1986, 277, 292). Sexuality
constitute a distinctive field and species of capital in the Bourdieu-ian sense, convertible
into other forms of power (Martin and George 2006). Julia Adams’ study of the Dutch
‘familial state’ and its obsession with lineages and peerage illustrates sexual capital at
work:

When the reproduction of monarchies and ruling elites rests on gendered family principles
(including the symbolics of paternal authority, marriage, and inheritance) family patterns
are also directly constitutive of societal modes of political-economic reproduction. They
help determine how political alliances are formed and how power is transferred, how new
members of the elite are recruited, and how political rule is legitimated and when it founders
(Adams 2005, 32).

Marriage and inheritance were interdependent within the familial state, normal practices
of conversion and exchange.

Adopting a gendered sociological perspective on state formation yields a number of
insights into the role of sexual and gender-based violence in competitive state building.
It emphasizes that sexual and gender-based violence is an institutionalized form of
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practice or habitus, not a byproduct of innate biological urges. Elisabeth JeanWood argues
that sexual- and gender-based violence form a particular repertoire of violence, a set of
coercive practices groups and individuals routinely engage in as they make claims
against one another (Wood 2008, 2009). Like habitus, a repertoire defines the menu of con-
ceivable acts. Training makes a repertoire normatively acceptable and easily executable.
Yet the enactment of a repertoire is not simply repetitive. Rather, it is based on decisions
to interpret norms and scripts in particular ways at particular junctures (Tilly 2003, 35–36;
Bakonyi and de Guevara 2009). The systematic nature of sexual assault in civil wars
suggests orchestrated actions rather than irrational outbursts of sexual aggression.
Direct orders are unnecessary. Commanders deem these acts unobjectionable or even
commendable; foot soldiers carryout assaults because it is what they are accustomed to
doing (Leiby 2009; Wood 2018).

Social hierarchies, stratification, and organization within states result from violent con-
centration of control over sexual capital. States themselves embody norms of masculinity
and overt male dominance, fostering patterns of sexual stratification. States bring enor-
mous infrastructural power to bear in defining and regulating gender and sexual relations
and reproduction. Registries of marriages and births, policies on labour and education, and
other policy domains position the state as a kind of benevolent patriarchy. These practices
are so ubiquitous that can go unmentioned. However, in their origins, as Mara Loveman
(2005) and Thomas Lemke (2007) point out, such efforts to categorize and catalog popu-
lations by sex, gender, and familial ties were often highly contested. Nationalist identities
derive from extrapolating familial and consanguine ties to a larger imagined community.
The result, Joane Nagel put it, are specifically ‘ethnosexual’ bonds of solidarity and modes
of domination (Nagel 2003; See also Yuval-Davis 1993).

The enactment of sexual and gender-based violence represents an effort to convert
coercive capital into material economic and symbolic value. Jacqui True describes a dis-
tinctive political economy of wartime sexual violence revolving around the ‘control over
production and reproductive resources, including over the allocation of women’s paid
and unpaid labour, often in return for ‘protection’ from violence’ (True 2012, 121). Repro-
duction, patrimony, and inheritance are also at stake, in addition to sexual gratification
(Collins 1986, 277). Rape and sexual abuses therefore extend the continuum of sexual vio-
lence alongside the more banal aspects of masculine state hegemony (Kelly 1987).

Precisely because sexual domination is so intrinsic to statehood, periods of state break-
down occasion efforts to renegotiate and re-establish forms of sexual relations, often
through coercion. Sexual violence, then, is both constant and adaptive. As Davies and True
put it, sexual violence is an explicitly political form of violence with deep structural roots. It is

informed by discriminatory societal norms around gender, including discriminatory family
codes that entrench men’s domination over women and children; severe restrictions on
women’s civil liberties and access to resources and entitlements; institutionalized bias
toward sons, boys and men; and normalized, everyday violations of women’s physical and
bodily integrity. Such endemic gendered discrimination and oppression makes the use of
[sexual and gender-based violence] an effective way of shaming, destabilizing and displacing
whole groups in civil unrest, before, during and after conflict (Davies and True 2015, 507).

When the state’s coercive control fractures in conditions of civil war, women’s sexuality
becomes a commodity to be exploited and exchanged by violence-wielding men
(Raven-Roberts 2013, 45). For underpaid and underfed soldiers, access to sex is often
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considered a kind of self-pay, making female sexuality a readily ‘lootable’ resource akin to
diamonds or narcotics (Maedl 2011, 145). Indeed, sexual and gender-based violence is
especially common among fighting organizations that rely on child soldiers or rely on con-
traband financing, features that generally detract from overall organizational discipline
(Goldstein 2003, 365–366; Cohen 2013a; Schneider, Banholzer, and Albarracin 2015,
1341–1363). Criminals or sociopaths normally be held at bay by the state’s legal authority,
are also unfettered in conditions of state breakdown. Both rebel and government factions
even try to recruit these violent entrepreneurs into service (Mueller 2007, 16–29). Deploy-
ment of sexual violence, then, fits within their wider task of managing fighters motivated
by various kinds of grievances and greed (Vinci 2006; Weinstein 2006).

Feminist approaches to security studies and international relations further describes
how the international system and the pressures of war amplify state’s masculine charac-
teristics. Men are the primary decision-makers and implementers when it comes to war.
Women, in contrast, are cast as innocents and dependents that must be protected (Peter-
son 1992; Tickner 2004, 43–48; Heeg Maruska 2009; Sjoberg 2009; Wibben 2010; Parashar,
Tickner, and True 2018). The need to provide for the wives and children of fighting men
was a major stimulus to the creation of the welfare states in advanced industrialized
democracies (Skocpol 2003; Geva 2013, 2014). Paradoxically, the reinforcement of
gender hierarchy and the sequestration of women also create incentives to target
women for violence. Laura Sjoberg and Jessica Peet point out that violating the sanctity
of females demonstrates an enemy’s disempowerment and, literally, emasculation
(Sjoberg and Peet 2011). Such gender hierarchy also abets sexualized violence against
men, often deemed the ultimate act of humiliating de-masculinization (Carpenter 2006;
Alison 2007).

Sexual stratification is closely related to ethno-sectarian hierarchy. Modes of gender
domination offer models for marginalization of other groups (Yuval-Davis 1993; Hudson
et al. 2009, 9; Ozgen 2015). Wartime rape fundamentally affects the ability of ethno-sectar-
ian communities to reproduce inter-generationally. During the Bosnian civil war, Serbian
forces tried to impregnate Muslim rape victims, as a way to ‘out breed’ the enemy, as
well as symbolically neutering their male protectors (Allen 1996; Benard 1994; Carpenter
2010, Chapter 2). Rape itself can be a step to genocide, obliterating a group by destroying
its ability to reproduce (Kaiser and Hagan 2015; Henry 2015). The license to inflict violence
on particular categories of individuals, then, amounts to the ability to exclude certain cat-
egories from the state’s protection or demand their submission to the state’s overall
control.

In addition to defining the boundaries of the state’s power, sexual and gender-based
violence also influences the internal organization of the state itself. The subordination
of women can help build consanguine ties of patrimonial relations among dominant
male elites (Hudson, Bowen, and Nielsen 2015). Within fighting organizations, partici-
pation in gang rape can enhance unit cohesion and overcome deficits in interpersonal
trust among fighters (Goldstein 2003, 365–366; Franklin 2004; Cohen 2013b, 408–410).

As rebel state-builders struggle to imitate and appropriate the normative components
of sovereign statehood, the impetus toward hyper-masculinity and the creation of ethnic
hierarchies becomes especially pronounced. Claiming to be acting for the sake of national
liberation reinforces boundaries defined by mythical consanguine relations, creating a
kind of provisional national community or family to go along with the rebel proto-state
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(Caspersen 2011; Klem and Maunaguru 2017). Sexual violence is a way to substantiate the
familial state biologically.

In sum, sexual violence is essential to replacing the old order and building the (quasi-)
familial ties and masculine identities that form the core of a nascent state. Yet, as theories
of habitus and repertoires remind us, the form of that proto-state is deeply connected to
what came before it. Pre-existing menus or scripts delimit the ways in rebels can enact
sexual domination. They designate who may use violence, under what circumstances,
and against whom. Thus, in the process of competitive state building sexual violence
both tears down and reinforces forms of domination inherited from the old order.

The legacies of sexual violence in Iraq and Syria

In both Syria and Iraq, the state’s creation and enforcement of ethno-sectarian hierarchy
was mutual constitutive of gender hierarchy. Modern techniques of governance served
traditional modes of male domination, blurring boundaries between family, society, and
state (Barakat 1993, 23–26; Joseph 1996; Moghadam 2004; Olmsted 2005; United
Nations Human Development Report 2005). The Syrian and Iraqi branches of the Arab
Ba’th Socialist party came to power in the 1960s touting a new age of national liberation
and women’s empowerment. Women were both the object and subject of regime propa-
ganda. Thanks to significant state spending, female education and health improved dra-
matically through the 1970s (Rohde 2006, 2016).

Even as they promised to transcend the narrow bounds of ethno-sectarianism, the ruling
elite hailed from noticeably minoritarian bases. Iraq’s ruling cabal was a closely bound web
of Saddam Hussein’s uniformly Sunni clan from Tikrit. Clan intermarriage was key to ensur-
ing intra-regime stability. Not incidentally, this also meant that the regime carried on Sunni
ethno-sectarian domination, even though Sunnismade up aminority of the Iraqi population.
In Syria, Hafez al-Assad surrounded himself with fellow Alawis from the hinterlands of
Latakia. A heterodox and economically marginalized community, Alawis had climbed the
social hierarchy through service in the French colonial military. Assad’s ascent, therefore,
was tantamount to reversing the tradition of Sunni supremacy in Syria (Van Dam 1980;
Faksh 1984). As the Assad regime grew in power, it re-established ties with the old Sunni
aristocracy, often through marriages. The marriage of Hafez’s son Bashar to the daughter
of a prominent Sunni merchant family exemplified this new alliance (Haddad 2012, 248).

The manipulation and regulation of sexual relationships intertwined with ethno-sectar-
ian hierarchy and regime power. Cults of personality stressed Saddam and Hafez’s roles as
fathers to their respective nation (Wedeen 1999; Abdi 2008). In Iraq especially, the state
used regulatory power to reinforce ethno-sectarian boundaries in the midst of nearly con-
tinuous wars of the 1980s and 1990s. The connection between state power, ethno-sectar-
ian boundaries, and violence gave the continuum of sexual violence a distinctive shape.
During the Iran-Iraq War (1980–88), the regime reversed it attitude on female empower-
ment and promoted overtly patrimonial gender roles. Women were encouraged to stay
home and rear large families in order to increase Iraq’s demographic weight. Again,
these practices intersected with ethno-sectarian hierarchy. Men received cash rewards
for divorcing wives of Iranian (i.e. Shi’i) origins, a practice reminiscent of nineteenth
century Ottoman law that banned marriages of Shi’i men to Sunni women on the pre-
sumption that it propagated Shi’ism. At the same time, migrants from Sunni Arab
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countries like Sudan and Egypt were invited to settle in Iraq (Efrati 1999; Khoury 2013,
Chapter 6; Saleh 2013). After the 1990–91 Gulf War, the regime turned to tribal and reli-
gious values to shore up his base of support. Polygamy was revived and honour killing
briefly legalized. Due to the lack of effective policing, abduction and other crimes
against women increased (Rohde 2010, 102–111).

Both regimes deployed sexual violence against regime opposition, combining physical
harm with social degradation of victims. Iraqi government forces and allied pro-govern-
ment militias raped Kurdish prisoners as part of a campaign of ethnic cleansing. Syrian
forces used similar techniques during the suppression of the Sunni Muslim Brotherhood
revolt of the 1980s. At the same time, both regimes touted their role in defending their
country’s women (Ahram 2015, 61–62).

The U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 precipitated state failure. Criminal violence, including rape
and enslavement, became rampant (Human Rights Watch 2003; Al-Ali and Pratt 2009). With
themonopoly over violence fracturing, ethno-sectarian communitieswere caught in a kindof
security dilemma. One community’s ascent could only come at the cost of the other. Losing
power meant falling victim to all manner of violence (Barak 2007). Saddam’s removal also
amounted to a kind of inversion of Iraq’s ethno-sectarian hierarchy. Kurdish and Shi’i factions
took control over the levers of government, including the security forces and allied militias.
Many Sunni Arabs saw this as the beginning of a campaign of eradication. The Sunni insur-
gency began western and north-central Iraq, spearheaded by al-Qaeda in Iraq (AQI). AQI
declared the new Iraqi regime apostate and infidel and deliberately sought to stoke ethno-
sectarian tensions. Sunnis became a new target of the state’s sexual violence, including in
detention centres like the U.S.-run facility at Abu Ghraib and various secret facilities run by
the Iraqi interior ministry (Danner 2004; State Department Cable 2006; Khalili 2010;
Amnesty International 2013; Human Rights Watch 2014, 2007). Without recourse to
effective state institutions, communities took to self-policing for self-defense. The problem
wasespecially acute for smaller communities like theYezidis (Lee-Koo2011, 1627–1629). Simi-
larly, repertoires of sexual violence in Syria returned in 2011 with the repression and civil war.
Syrian forces and allied militias have been implicated in thousands of rapes and sexual viola-
tions of both men and women during the war (Chapman 2014, 98; Euro-Mediterranean
Human Rights Network 2015).

ISIS’s leadership and most of its foot-soldiers experienced first-hand how states enact
ethno-sectarian domination through sexual and gender-based violence and the broader
regulation of sexual and family lives. Responding to surveys conducted among rebel
groups in Syria, one fighter said directly: ‘When you see a woman being raped just
because she is against the government, you know that it’s the time for jihad’ (cited in Mir-
onava, Mrie, and Whitt 2014, 16).

Sexual and gender-based violence in the building of the Islamic state

ISIS emerged from the rubble of Iraq and Syria, adamant in its repudiation of its predeces-
sors. As the Declaration of the Islamic State issued in June 2014 proclaimed,

[h]ere the flag of the Islamic State, the flag of monotheism, rises and flutters. Its shade covers
land from Aleppo to Diyala. Beneath it, the walls of the tawāghīt [rulers claiming the rights of
Allah] have been demolished, their flags have fallen, and their borders have been destroyed.
Their soldiers are killed, imprisoned, or defeated (Al-Hayat Media Center 2015).
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ISIS deliberately set about to erase the distinction between Iraq and Syria (Jabareen 2015;
Hamdan 2016). The Declaration specifically called for unseating infidel rule and returning
orthodox Sunnis to power. Recognized non-Muslim communities (mostly Christians) were
to be turned into subordinate dependents. Heterodox Shi’is or apostate groups, such as
Yezidis and Alawis, were to be marginalized or eliminated.

Yet ISIS faced significant obstacles to building a state along such transnational lines.
ISIS’s ranks displayed deep linguistic and cultural divisions due the recruitment of
foreign fighters from around the world. These problems were confounded by the chal-
lenge of recruiting in western Iraq and eastern Syria. Much of the core leadership of ISIS
were Iraqis Sunnis who had gravitated to AQI during the American occupation. Some
were former Ba’thists officials, a key source of continuity in the practices of repression
(Al-Arabiyya 2014; Barakat 2014; Patel 2015). Others came from rival Syrian rebel
groups, who likely joined less out of ideological conviction than for personal protections
or aggrandizement (Mohammed 2014).

Despite ideological novelty, ISIS’s practices of sexual violence carried forward the prior
repertoires of state-building in Syria and Iraq (Ahram 2015; Al-Ali 2018). Different types of
sexual and gender-based violence solidified ISIS’s hegemony in different ways. Female
sexual enslavement was the most notorious. It specifically effectuated Sunni domination
of heterodox minorities. Several thousand women and girls were abducted during ISIS’s
summer 2014 offensive in northern Iraq, particularly Christians and Yezidis. Human traffick-
ing was a revenue source, as women and girls were forced into brothels (United Nations
Assistance Mission for Iraq 2014). But even this shocking practice involved continuities
with the previous regime’s repertoires of domination. Like the ethnic cleansing of Iraqi Kur-
distan in the 1980s, rape had symbolic valence. It inflicted both physical harm and commu-
nal humiliation (Squires 2014). According to ISIS doctrine, these acts were permissible
toward non-believers who refused to accede to Islam. By Islamic law, then, the women
were concubines and the spoils of a jihad (Hal 2014). The conquered bodies were expro-
priated sexually and biologically. Captives were even forced to donate blood to wounded
ISIS fighters (Guilbert 2015). Many victims feared bringing shame to their families and so
could not return home. These forms of sexual and gender-based violence forced infidels
into the bottom of ISIS’s sexual and sectarian hierarchy.

Sexual violence has implications for the broader agenda of regulating sexuality within
ISIS (Mirza 2017). Following the same norms patrimonial descent that had guided Ottoman
and Iraqi state policies, ISIS ideologues confirmed that the children of Muslim fathers were
Muslim by default, even if their mothers were infidels. Accordingly, the children of wartime
rape, at least in principle, were afforded a position with the Islamic community and
became effectively demographic fodder (Ahmed 1992, 92; Lewis 1992, 40). A compendium
of edicts issued in 2014 gave guidelines for ascertaining biological paternity. A man was
not legally entitled to have sex with a slave that was not his property. Pregnant slaves
were not to be sold or separated from their minor children. Sexual relations with a
captive female slave were not permitted until her uterus is ‘purified’ by menstruation
or if she is a virgin. Men were explicitly permitted to practice coitus interruptus with
female slaves in order to avoid inadvertent insemination (Middle East Media Research
Institute 2014).

Arranged and enforced marriages fleshed out ISIS as a familial state in a different way,
creating intra-Sunni bonds. The Prophet’s marriages, which cemented consanguine ties
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among the tribes of early Muslim believers, clearly offered a model in this respect. Unlike
concubinage, marriage built horizontal bonds of peerage and alliance, just as for Saddam
and the Assad regimes. In the mid-2000s, AQI had sought to arrange unions between its
fighters and the daughters of Iraqi tribal leaders. Refusing to permit their daughters to
marry men they deemed social inferior, many tribal leaders chose to ally with the U.S.
instead. By the late 2000s, local tribes were even threatening to abduct the daughters
of ISIS sympathizers (Al-Jabouri Najim and Jensen 2010; ‘Analysis of the State of ISI’ 2013).

Arranged and forced marriages extended ISIS’s umbrella of protection while augment-
ing its demographic base. In the same way that war-making stimulated the formation of
the Syrian and Iraqi welfare system, the ISIS bureaucracy was attuned to the importance of
marriage and family bonds to their state-building efforts. Widows and families of martyrs
received pensions, just as they had under Assad and Saddam. Marrying into ISIS might
offer a way to ensure familial protection and stature. At the same time, witnesses and esca-
pees from the ISIS-held territory describe a significant component of coercion in mar-
riages. The wives of fallen fighter were pressured to remarry immediately after their
husbands’ death, contravening Islamic prescriptions for three months of celibacy for
widows. Moreover, ISIS kept strict control of the demographic boon from marriages. On
one hand, ISIS fighters reportedly pressured their wives to use birth control. Having a
child at home might dampen battlefield ardour (Tucker 2008, 87–88, 100–102; Moaveni
2015). On the other hand, ISIS forces abducted and conscripted orphans and slaves,
often to serve as child soldiers (Brennan 2014; Abbas 2015).

ISIS’s masculinity yielded a distinctive vision of female empowerment, as Katherine
Brown noted, linked to the ideals of feminine purity (Brown 2018, 188). On one hand,
ISIS’s repressive attitude toward women, including requiring women remain in seclusion
and fully veiled. The penalty for violations included corporal and capital punishments
(Revkin 2016, 20). On the other hand, ISIS ideology portrayed such restrictions as a kind
of personal liberation. As a city charter issued for Nineveh, northern Iraq declared in
June 2014 ‘To honorable woman: God is in decency and loose-fitting jackets and
robes’. (‘City Charter’ 2014; see also Zakaria 2015) Seeking to entice young women to emi-
grate to the Islamic State, ISIS propaganda touted social services, the chance to marry a
Muslim, and serve as a nurse, medic, or other support role (Abdurahim 2014; Erlander
2014). ISIS also offered women the opportunity to participate in the all-female Khansaa
Brigade, named for an early Islamic poetess revered for her elegies of fallen soldiers.
The Brigade first appeared in Raqqa in February 2014. Brigade members operated
check-points and enforced dress and gender segregation (Asharq Al-Awsat 2014).
Brigade members also reportedly ran brothels (Myers 2014). Just as for marrying into
the ISIS, women joining the Brigade often seemed motivated as much by a desire to
improve personal status as by ideological conviction (Moaveni 2015). Attaining female
agency within ISIS, then, required the enactment of habitus that made women complicit
in collective subordination.

Conclusion

This article explores how efforts to centralize control over sexuality through violence are
deployed in the course of competitive state building. Feminist scholarship pushes
sexual and gender-based violence into the agenda of security studies and historical
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studies of state formation. It points out the ubiquity and diversity of sexual violence
and its connection to state and nation-building. There is a growing empirical literature
on sexual violence during civil wars and state failure. Yet gender and sexuality remain
missing from the study of rebel state-building and their resultant proto-states. Neglect-
ing gender in the study of civil war, state failure, and competitive state building leaves
analysts unable to explain how rebels conduct themselves in relationship to civilians
and other armed groups. Rectifying this omission is necessary for grasping the
drivers of sexual violence during civil wars and the impact such violence has on the
ability of rebel groups to manage the tasks of governance.

ISIS is hardly the only rebel force to deploy sexual violence. As Nadje Al-Ali puts it,

it is important to historicize and contextualize the extreme forms of sexual violence associated
with ISIS, not in order to belittle its scale and detrimental consequences but to deepen our
understanding about its roots, context and ways to tackle it (Al-Ali 2018, 11).

Future research might compare ISIS to the LRA in Uganda or RUF in Sierra Leone, as well as
groups that seemed to limit or curb sexual violence, like the LTTE. This comparison must be
historical as well as cross-national. Rebels like ISIS do not have a blank canvas upon which
to fashion the state of their choosing. Rather, they contend with the legacies of previous
eras of state formation. Populations accrue expectations about how states conduct them-
selves (Schneckener 2011; Lemay-Hébert 2015). These expectations bear down upon
rebels as they seek to constitute a new social order.

Bequeathed habitus defines what forms of violence are comprehensible and legitimate.
Habitus specifies what type of violence is acceptable, who may carry it out, and who the
target should be. Without such accumulated historical experience, sexual violence is lit-
erally inconceivable. As habitus, sexual and gender-based violence has a dual role in
the context of competitive state building. On one hand, these acts derive from and
sustain existing structures of domination. This derivation helps to explain the continuities
in repertoires of sexual violence between states and rebels. In Iraq and Syria, authoritarian
rule conjoined the notions of citizenship, ethno-sectarian supremacy, and patriarchy. ISIS’s
repertoires of sexual and gender-based violence and expropriation of sexual capital were
effective because they accorded with particular understandings of Islamic law, national
identity, tribal traditions and other entrenched social mores. This is the reason many of
ISIS’s victims are so stigmatized. Rebel groups do not just emulate the material and insti-
tutional features of states; they also adopt the hyper-masculine identity that legitimates
violent interventions in sexual relations.

On the other hand, the enactment of the habitus of sexual and gender-based vio-
lence by rebel forces entails innovation, not just duplication. Repertoires of sexual vio-
lence substantiate novel modes of symbolic power and structures of patriarchal
domination. This is the contraposition to findings that a rebel group’s ideological com-
mitment to gender equity predisposes it to peaceful strategies of contention (Asal et al.
2013). ISIS, in contrast, adapted the inherited repertoires of violence to affect an unpre-
cedented system of Sunni supremacy. By severing, reinforcing, and creating ties of
family and kinship, these violent practices affect bonds of loyalty. Sexual violence
rends the pre-existing fabric of family life while tightening the binding strictures of
the nascent familial state. Sexuality, then, stands as the frame on which new statehood
itself is cinched.
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Note

1. ISIS has gone through several permutations of names in the last decade. I refer to it as ISIS in
order to specify its territorial dimensions in Iraq and Syria.
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